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E-Governance System Practices of the University of Kashmir 

 

Vision 

To be a world class Directorate of Information Technology and Support System committed to 

create and disseminate knowledge for human development by facilitating learning, teaching 

and research. 

To provide a platform where involvement of all the stakeholders is ensured for decision 

making. 

To transform the system into an extremely efficient, secure, transparent and result oriented 

one. 

To facilitate the requisite technological support required for teaching and learning process. 

To offer technological support to all the constituent administrative units of the system. 
 

Mission 

The Directorate strives to deliver core IT infrastructure and resources in support of the 

University’s mission of achieving excellence through continual improvement, alignment of 

our services to the changing needs of the University community and by fostering a diverse 

workforce and an inclusive culture. 

Goals 

In pursuit of the stated mission, the Directorate has following goals: 

• To achieve excellence in five areas of information technology which include: 

Multimedia systems, software development, computer networks and DBMS. 

 

• To bridge the gap between academics & industry through the establishment systems, 

computer networks and DBMS. 

 

• To provide IT support to the local conventional industry by establishing Centre of 

Excellence for IT Entrepreneurship.  

 

• To establish / maintain fully equipped information (IT) centres in University affiliated 

colleges, data centre and develop software solution in house. 

 

• To get human capital development for the industry in cognizance with the industry in 

the area of M.Sc. IT. 
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Message from the Vice-Chancellor 

The Information Technology has 

revolutionized the modern life and 

brought much needed transparency in 

the education system.  It is rather 

mandatory for every individual to 

possess technological literacy for 

survival. There is a need to increase 

access and bring down the cost of 

education so that challenges of illiteracy 

and poverty are met effectively. The Information Technology has to play a significant role in this 

regard. 

Introduction of latest technologies has laid a significant impact on the way people live, work, and play 

world over.  The Information technology is having a major impact across all curriculum areas; since, 

it is challenging the traditional way of teaching/ learning process. Easy worldwide communication 

provides Rapid communication, immediate access to a vast array of data, plus increased access to 

Information Technology whether at home, work or in educational establishments. The pace of 

technological change forces constant evaluation of the learning process itself.  

It was in the perspective of the given circumstances that the Directorate of Information Technology & 

Support System (IT&SS) was established in December 2007 at the University of Kashmir and the 

Directorate succeeded in getting prestigious e-governance projects for the University.  The sole aim 

behind these projects was to take this University towards a new direction and not only to bring 

transparency but also helping in accelerating the process in diverse areas viz; admission of students, 

their registration, examination besides the administration-related affairs.  For the last couple of years, 

the Directorate of IT & SS has with confidence marched ahead in technological development to match 

with the national and international standards. While making available a fair number of on-line 

services pertaining to the admissions, examinations, registration of students and various other 

University related activities, the Directorate has established IT Centres almost in every University 

affiliated Colleges of the valley facilitated with the required human resource besides other necessary 

infrastructure, making them to serve as e-Service delivery Centres for the student community of their 

respective colleges. 

The Directorate of IT&SS is offering M.Sc. IT programme to produce quality professionals with 

appropriate level of industry exposure, helping them to be suitably employed and also to attain the 

capability in establishing their own business setups.  In the era of technology, Information 

Technology aids plenty of resources to enhance the teaching and learning skills.  

With the help of Information Technology, it has become easy to provide audio visual education to 

basic learners for making them understand conveniently what is being taught. Now with this vivid and 

vast technique as part of the IT curriculum, learners are encouraged to regard Information Technology 

as day to day tools to be used in all aspects of their studies. In particular, they need to make use of the 

new multimedia technologies to communicate ideas, describe projects, and so on. 

I wish all the best to the Directorate of IT&SS in its future endeavours.  

 

Prof. Talat Ahmad 
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Message from the Director                                                                                             

The Directorate of Information 

Technology and Support System 

(DITSS) was established in the 

University of Kashmir in December 

2007 to put in place an IT-enabled 

system of governance in the 

administrative, examination and 

academic units of the University for 

better service delivery and outcomes. 
The Directorate serves as a central 

agency to capitalize vast opportunities associated with the Information Technology with the 

larger objective of ensuring greater use of IT applications in the University system to speed 

up governance networks.  

In 2008, after prior evaluation, the ministry of communication and information technology, 

government of India, sanctioned an e-governance project to the Directorate to execute e-

governance in the university’s examination system and also to provide e-governed 

connectivity for student-related services offered in all affiliated colleges, satellite campuses 

and other departments of the university.  

After successful implementation this project, the Ministry sanctioned another project to 

further augment e-governance systems in the university and its colleges. 

The major objectives of establishing the Directorate were: 

 

i) To achieve excellence in three key areas IT areas—Multimedia Systems, Software 

Development & DBMS; 
 

ii) To bridge gap between academia and industry through establishment of Advanced 

Centre of Information Technology which shall also include development of 

necessary support structure for development of the IT Industry; 
 
 

iii) To provide IT support to local conventional industry by establishing Centre of 

Excellence for IT Entrepreneurship; and 
 

iv) To implement & Manage e-Governance in the University System and provide 

necessary support to other organizations in the  e-governance plans; 

While we are presently in the process of establishing the Centre of Excellence under the 

nomenclature of ‘Advanced Centre of Information & Communication Technology (ACICT) 

for IT Entrepreneurship, the post-graduate course in Information Technology (MSc IT) has 

already been introduced in the Directorate in 2012. The Directorate has contributed 

significantly in its domains. We are confident to meet for future with the strenuous efforts 

being put in by the ensure staff of the Directorate. 

                               Dr. Maroof Naieem Qadri 
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The Campus 
 

The University of Jammu and Kashmir was founded in the year 1948. In the year 1969 it was 

bifurcated into two full-fledged Universities: University of Kashmir at Srinagar and 

University of Jammu at Jammu. The University of Kashmir is situated at Hazratbal in 

Srinagar. It is flanked by the world famous Dal Lake on its eastern side and Nigeen Lake on 

the western side. The Main Campus of the University spread over 247 acres of land is divided 

into three parts – Hazratbal Campus, Naseem Bagh Campus and Mirza Bagh Campus 

(serving residential purpose). Additional land has been acquired at Zakura near the main 

campus where Institute of Technology has been established offering Engineering courses. 

The tranquil ambience of the Campus provides the right kind of atmosphere for serious study 

and research. 

Over the Years University of Kashmir has expanded substantially. It has established Satellite 

Campuses at Anantnag (South Campus) and Baramulla (North Campus) and three more 

Satellite Campuses at Kupwara, Kargil and Leh have been established to make higher 

education more accessible to people living in remote areas of Kashmir valley. The University 

has also established a sub-office at Jammu to cater to the needs of the candidates enrolled 

with the University from outside Kashmir. 

The University is committed to provide an intellectually stimulating environment for 

productive learning to enhance the educational, economic, scientific, business and cultural 

environment of the region. The University offers programmes in all the major faculties; Arts, 

Business & Management Studies, Education, Law, Applied Sciences & Technology, 

Biological Sciences, Physical & Material Sciences, Social Sciences, Medicine, Dentistry, 

Engineering, Oriental Learning and Music & Fine Arts. It has been constantly introducing 

innovative / new programmes to cater to the needs and demands of the students and the 

society. 

Over the years, the University has marked towards excellence in its programmes and 

activities. It has been re-accredited as Grade-A University by the National Assessment & 

Accreditation Council (NAAC) of India in the year 2011. This is recognition and reflection of 

the high standard of quality in teaching and research at the University of Kashmir. 
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Brief History of the Directorate 
 

� Directorate of Information Technology and Support System (DITSS) was set up 

in the University of Kashmir in December 2007 with a view to have an IT support in 

place and automate the operations of various administrative, examination and 

academic units of the University. The establishment of the Directorate is to ensure 

active contribution of the University in the development of the society through the 

capitalization of opportunities associated with the Information Technology. The 

Directorate is to serve as a central resource for capitalizing the enormous 

opportunities associated with Information Technology. After a proper evaluation, the 

Ministry of Communication and Information Technology sanctioned the e-

Governance project at a total outlay of INR 4.43 crores. The project was aimed to 

execute e-Governance in the examination system of the University and to provide 

connectivity of e-Governance system practices to all affiliated colleges and 

departments of the University.  

After successful implementation of e-governance examination system, the Ministry of 

Communication and Information Technology sanctioned   another project of INR 7.73 

crores was sanctioned to implement e-Governance in University and Higher 

Education. 

 

The establishment of the Directorate is planned with following major objectives: 

� Achieve excellence in three areas of Information Technology which includes 

Multimedia Systems, Software Development & DBMS. 

� Bridge the gap between Academics & Industry through the establishment of 

Advanced Centre of Information Technology which shall also include development of 

the necessary support structure necessary for the development of the IT Industry. 

� Provide IT support to the local conventional industry by establishing Centre of 

Excellence for IT Entrepreneurship. 

� Implement & Manage e-Governance in the University System and provide necessary 

support to other organizations in the e-governance plans. 
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Staff 

The Directorate of Information Technology & Support System has the following Staff Strength: 

Name Designation 

Dr. Maroof Naieem Qadri Director, ITSS 

 

Dr. Majid Zamaan Baba 
 Scientist D 

Mr. Muzaen Naseer Malik  Programmer  

Mr. Imran Rashid Banday  System Engineer 

Mr. AzharYousuf Mir  System Engineer 

Er. Syed Suhaib Hassan  System Engineer 

Mr. Musavir Munawar Khan  System Engineer 

Mr. Parvez Aziz Dar  System Engineer 

Mr. Muzafar Ahmad Bhat  System Engineer 

Er. Sabia Mehraj  System Engineer 

Mr. Naseer Ahmad  Assistant Programmer 

Dr. Sharifa Rajab Lecturer (Contractual) 

Mr. Aadil Rasheed Bhat Lecturer (Contractual) 

Mr. Khursheed Ahmad Bhat Lecturer (Contractual) 

Ms. Ifra Bilal Shah Trumboo Lecturer (Contractual) 

Ms. Azra Bashir Lecturer (Contractual) 

Er. Mohamad Aasim Banday  System Engineer (Contractual) 

Er. Imtiyaz Ahmad Bhat  System Engineer (Contractual) 

Mr. Salib Shafi Khan  Network Engineer (Contractual) 

Er. Mansoor Ahmed Dhar  Network Engineer (Contractual) 

Mr. Khalid Mehboob Shah  Junior Project Engineer (Contractual) 

Er. Tufail Farooq Kanth Junior Project Engineer (Contractual) 

Mr. Rouf Ahmed Mir  Junior Project Engineer (Contractual) 

Mr. Asif Bashir Assistant Technical Officer 

Mr. Suhail Shafi Shah Computer Operator 

Mr. Khurshid Alam Khan Computer Operator 
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Some of the major Digital Initiatives' taken by Directorate of IT&SS: 

� 50+ IT centres established at Govt. affiliated college with KUWAN connectivity, 

manpower and Infrastructure provided. 

� e-Governed Entrance & Admissions system. 

� e-Governed Student Registration system. 

� e-Governed Student Academic details. 

� e-Governed Examination (Pre-Conduct & Post Conduct). 

� e-Governed DIQA (QUALITY ASSURANCE)-Student Faculty Evaluation. 

� Students Grievance re-addressal system. 

� e-Governed Salary System. 

� e-Governed Accounts. 

� e-Governed File Tracking system. 

� e-Governed JK State Eligibility Test (JK- SET). 

� e-Governed Recruitment System. 

� e-Governed  e-Tutorial System. 

� Mobile App. 

� Content Management System. 

� e-Governed Hostel Management System. 
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The Directorate of IT & SS effectively supports University’s IT governance process through 

software solutions that align with the University priorities and strategic initiatives. These IT 

solutions are being developed in-house and online services are available for students in 

Colleges/Departments, paper setters, Evaluators and others involved in the system.  

Following solutions have been implemented for facilitating the University core operations, 

research and planning efforts: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DIGITAL

REFORMS

Admissions

Recruitment

Administration

Examination
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1. E-ADMISSIONS: 
This e-governed system has been developed to automate all admission processes of the 
University. The forms are filled and submitted online and the fees can be paid through online 
mode using payment gateway. Centre management, automated merit & selection list, auto 
generated and auto filled admission forms of selected candidates using CBS is handled 
through this e-governed system. 
 
 
Project Started:   2009 
Number of Resources:  04 
Current Status:   Live since March 2010 
 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL  

Visit the following URL to access the e-Admissions System: 

https://egov.uok.edu.in/e-admission/Prelogin/EntranceHome.aspx 
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2. UNIVERSITY REGISTRATION SYSTEM:  
This e-Governed Registration System enables registration, verification of students, process 
and issuance of Migration certificates. The academic details of all the UG, PG (Professional 
/Non- professional Courses) of students from 2005 onwards is stored by this system. A 
Student can view his/her registration status and can also verify the correctness of the 
particulars entered in his/her registration form. 
 
Project Started:    2008 
Number of Resources:   02 
Current Status:    Live since March 2008 

 

Access Method: 

 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL  

Visit the following URL to access the registration status: 
 

https://egov.uok.edu.in/courseinfo/pgstatus/default.aspx 
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3. MIGRATION FORM: 
With the help of this e-Gov application, a student can apply for the proper migration of his 
details from University of Kashmir to the University to which he/she is migrating for further 
studies. A student can also check the status of his migration using this application. 
 
Project Started:    June 2012 
Number of Resources:   01 
Current Status:    Live since July 2012 
 

Future Milestones: 
Integration of Migration form with other Universities. 

 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the Migration Form: 

https://egov.uok.edu.in/courseinfo/migration/prelogin/instructions.aspx 
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4. STREAM CHANGE STATUS: 
After submitting the stream change application form in the registration section manually, a 
student can check the stream change status online using this e-Governed system.  
 
Project Started:    2010 
Number of Resources:   01 
Current Status:    Live since March 2010 

 
 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the Stream Change Application Form: 

https://egov.uok.edu.in/courseinfo/streamchange/prelogin/streamchangestatus.as

px 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. E-CONDUCT: 
This e-Governed system offers students an online facility to apply for exams and pay fee 
online. They can download the examination forms for their respective UG/PG courses 
(Professional/Non-professional). After submitting the examination form, students can 
download their admit cards, can check their eligibility, fee status and results of their respective 
courses 
 
Project Started:    2012 
Number of Resources:   02 
Current Status:    Live since March 2013 
 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the e-Conduct Application: 

https://egov.uok.edu.in/econduct/ 
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6. E-AWARD SYSTEM: 
This e-Governed system enables online assignment of evaluation papers, entry of marks, 
management of deadlines, online evaluator billing and automatic compilation of the 
provisional results at the University of Kashmir. This spans all undergraduate, postgraduate 
(professional), diploma and certificate programmes offered by the University. 
 
Project Started:    2011 
Number of Resources:   02 
Current Status:    Live since March 2013 
 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the e-Award System: 

https://egov.uok.edu.in/Transit/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2ftransit%2fdefault.aspx 
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7. RESULTS: 
This e-governed system enables students and colleges to view/print their respective results 
by simply entering their name or roll number or registration number in the search box. 
Examination section has been provided with a user friendly interface to upload results from 
their respective sections  
 
Project Started:   2009 
Number of Resources:   01 
Current Status:    Live since 2010 
 

 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the e-Admissions System: 

https://egov.uok.edu.in/results/ 
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8. RE-EVALUATION: 
This e-governed system helps a student to apply for re-evaluation by selecting his/her desired 
paper/subject. Also it enables the student to check the status of his/her application. 
 
Project Started:    2009 
Number of Resources:   02 
Current Status:    Live since March 2011 

 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using any of the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the Re-evaluation System: 

https://egov.uok.edu.in/ReEvaluation/ 
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9. E-TUTORIALS: 
This e-Governed application bridges the gap of location between the students and tutors. It 

enables the faculty to provide digital copy of the course taught to the students. Faculty can 

login and upload their respective tutorials. The students are able to select their respective 

Course, year/semester, batch and subject to get the corresponding tutorials downloaded. UG, 

PG and Distance education e-tutorials are available by clicking on the relevant link. 

 
Project Started:    2016 
Number of Resources:   02 
Current Status:    Live since September 2016 
 

Future Milestones: 
Faculty Student interaction on tutorials and question answer blog. 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the e-Tutorials: 
 https://egov.uok.edu.in/elearning 
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10. DIQA: 
This e-governed system has been developed as a solution window / solution for the 
Directorate of Internal Quality Assurance for collection and maintaining annual self-
assessment for the performance based approval system. It caters both individual faculty 
member as well as Departments. It also allows DIQA to generate monthly / six monthly report 
for submission to Honourable Vice Chancellor. 
 
Project Started:    2013 
Number of Resources:   01 
Current Status:    Live since July 2013 
 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the DIQA Software: 

http://kashmirUniversity.net/diqa/ 
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11. FILE TRACKING SYSTEM: 
 
File tracking system is an application to monitor the file movement and assist in their easy 
tracking. It is an integrated package which has features such as, opening of new files, tracking 
the movement of the files, dispatch of letters/files and finally records management. 
  
The application has been developed to provide clear visibility of the file movement throughout 
the file approval process and offers an efficient electronic system. This electronic system 
makes file tracking and retrieval easy. 
 
Project Started:    2015 
Number of Resources:   02 
Current Status:    Live since June 2015 
 

Future Milestones: 
Online file system a step ahead to move into the group of paperless universities. 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the File Tracking System: 

http://fts.uok.edu.in 
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12. KU ANDROID APPLICATION: 
KU Android Mobile app allows students/employees remain updated with latest 
notifications/events/news of the University. It also allows students to view / check 
Result/Student Academic Details/Certificate dispatch status etc  
User can view: 
 

� Upcoming events 
� Notifications about various things like admissions, jobs, tenders, etc. 
� Student details, results, migration status, etc 
� Integrated notification from all departments/campuses 
� Employee salary statement and attendance  
� Department information and location 
� Telephone Directory 

Project Started:    March 2015 
Number of Resources:   02 
Current Status:   Live since April 2016 
 

Future Milestones: 
Enhance the functionality on mobile platforms. 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access/download the KU Android Application: 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=net.kashmirUniversity&hl=en 

 

OR 

 

Visit Google play store and download official KU android app.  
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13. JK State Eligibility Test (SET) APPLICATION: 
All the pre and post conduct processes of JK SET starting from form submission to generation 
of Selection list and generation of SET certificates is done through this e-Governed system. 
 
Project Started:    2013 
Number of Resources:   02 
Current Status:    Live since July 2013 
 

Future Milestones: 
Implementation of new amendments if any. 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the SET Application: 

https://egov.uok.edu.in/JKSET2018/prelogin/verify.aspx?ref=4195  
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14. ESTATES-SECTION SOFTWARE: 
E-Governed Estate System is capable of handling University accommodation allocation 
process, maintain insurance records, stock entry records etc. It has a transparent allocation 
window. 
 
Project Started:    2012 
Number of Resources:   01 
Current Status:    Live since March 2013 
 

Future Milestones: 
Integrating with Stock Register and Human Resources. 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the Estates-Section Software: 

http://kashmiruniversity.net/estates 
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15. ONLINE RECRUITMENT SYSTEM: 
The ‘online recruitment system’ has been developed to enable the applicant to apply for 
various teaching / non-teaching positions online. The system also saves time of an applicant 
by allowing him to enter application details only once and copy/clone the entered details while 
applying for different post. The applicants can also get help about the portal at 
‘recsupport@uok.edu.in’. The system enhances the selection process by reducing the overall 
time taken for selection of an applicant by automating processes like API score generation, 
auditing, report generation, fee payment, etc. The e-Recruitment system allows recruitment 
section to take advantage of the latest trends in online recruitment process, helping them 
manage all stages (like online screening, API score generation, shortlisting and call letter 
generation) of the recruitment process.  
  
The API score generated by the system is as per the UGC guidelines (Amendment- IV). 
 

 
Project Started:    2016 
Number of Resources:   04 
Current Status:    Live since November 2016 

Future Milestones: 
Implementation of new UGC amendments in score generation, if any. 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the online Recruitment System: 

http://kashmirUniversity.net/recruitment 
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16. KU CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: 
The Kashmir University Content Management System (KUCMS) has been developed for the 
departments / centres with a new customizable dynamically driven web portal. It is integrated 
with DIQA e-gov application where a faculty member can select the information to be 
displayed under his/her faculty profile page. KUCMS allows creation of custom pages for 
faculty with just a simple user friendly interface. Further features like Google map for location 
of the department, cross linking of information, etc. 
 
Project Started:    2016 
Number of Resources:   02 
Current Status:   Live since November 2016 
 

Future Milestones: 
Integrate with other software’s. 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the KUCMS: 

http://itss.uok.edu.in 
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17. HOSTEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

 
This e-Governed system helps in managing the hostel activities. Students can apply for hostel 
accommodation using University registration or enrolment number. 
Some of the features are: 
 
a) Application forms are automatically sorted on the basis of district and application forms   

from Srinagar district are rejected. 
b) Ratio of seats for each district is calculated according to the no. of application forms 

submitted from each district. 
c) Seats for each district are automatically divided into 6:4 ratios between science and non-

science students respectively. 
d) Application forms in each group are sorted as per the distance from the University in 

descending order. 
e) Application forms under PHC category are automatically selected. 
f) Application forms under non PHC category are selected as per the seats available.    

(Preference is given to candidates living far from University campus) 
g) Each Student from selection list is assigned an available room randomly. 
 
Project Started:    2017 
Number of Resources:   03 
Current Status:   Live since March 2017 
 

Future Milestones: 
Auto room allocation 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the Hostel Management System: 

https://egov.uok.edu.in/hms/ 
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18. CAREER ADVANCEMENT SCHEME(CAS): 

This e-Governed system helps faculty to submit CAS applications online. 
 
Salient Features of CAS: 

� Catering to CAS stages up to the stage 5. 
� Preview of score and application form by the applicant before submitting. 
� Automatic score generation. 
� Integration with the DIQA portal. Applicant can fetch details entered in his/her DIQA. 

account to CAS application form. 
� Data entered by applicant is preserved till he/she passes the CAS stage.  
� Various report generation for applicant and recruitment section to speed up the CAS 

process. 

 
Project Started:    2017 
Number of Resources:   04 
Current Status:    Live since January 2018 
 

Future Milestones: 
Implementation of new UGC amendments in score generation, if any. 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the CAS: 

http://kashmirUniversity.net/Recruitment/Main/Register.aspx#no-back-button 
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19. KU JOURNAL WEBSITES: 
Each journal has been given its own web portal. The web portal allows for uploading of 
journal volumes and related papers. The web portal also allows search capability by volume 
name and paper keywords. Each journal web portal has been provided its own unique URL. 
 
Project Started:    2017 
Number of Resources:   02 
Current Status:   Live since March 2017 
 

Future Milestones: 
Integration with Mobile App and online paper submission. 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the KU Journal websites: 

http://www.kashmirUniversity.net/Journal.aspx 
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20. e-Salary Statement 

This e-Gov application enables the employees to view/print his/her salary statement 
online. An employee can download his/her biometric attendance and details 
regarding Form-16. It ensures transparent and eco-friendly paper less system for 
generation and dissemination of all salary related information to an employee. It also 
has a feature of auto SMS on salary release. 

Project Started:    2016 
Number of Resources:   01 
Current Status:    Live since March 2016 
 

 

Future Milestones: 

Automate University Pension system 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the KU attendance portal: 
http://kashmirUniversity.net/SalaryStatement/LogIn.aspx  
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21. e-Accounts System: 

This e-Governed application is used for automatic fixation of salary as per 7th pay 
commission for the University employees. It has a module to calculate 7th pay 
arrears. Also the application has provisions to print the pay certificates of the 
employees. 

Project Started:    2017 
Number of Resources:   01 
Current Status:    Live since March 2017 
 

Future Milestones: 

Automate the DA arrears calculation. 

Access Method: 

The system can be accessed within the University campus using local URL. 

 

22. KU ATTENDANCE PORTAL: 

This e-governed system is used to manage all the attendance details on daily basis. All the 
reports ranging from employee individual reports to consolidated departmental reports are 
generated and mailed using this system .It also syncs monthly biometric attendance between 
biometric machines, attendance server and the main server. 

Project Started:    2017 
Number of Resources:   02 
Current Status:    Live since March 2017 
 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the KU attendance portal: 

http://www.kashmirUniversity.net/attendanceportal/Login.aspx 
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23. RESEARCH BUDGET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: 

All the activities related to the Project budget management are dealt through this e-Gov 
application. Process of bill proposals to bill sanction is automated. Advance payments are 
also managed. WDC is generated when a bill is added. PI has a complete overview of his 
project budget 

Project Started:    2017 
Number of Resources:   03 
Current Status:    Live since February 2017 

Future Milestones: 
Integration with Accounts System for Billing. 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the Dean Research Budget Management System: 
https://egov.uok.edu.in/deanresearchaccounts/Login.aspx?url=%2fdeanresearchaccounts

%2f 
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24. KU COUNCIL DOCS 

 
This e-Gov application enables to upload Council and Syndicate files. Search option for a 
particular item related to council/syndicate is also available. Filter by particular year for council 
and syndicate is also provided. Downloading of a particular item and its minutes is also 

available. 

 
Project Started:    2016 
Number of Resources:   01 
Current Status:    Live since March 2016 

Future Milestones: 
Feature to upload other left out documents of University to keep them safe. 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the KU Council Docs: 

http://kashmirUniversity.net/CouncilDocs/Login.aspx 
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25. Feedback Forum / Grievance re-addressal system 
This e-Governed application has been developed to redress the grievances / queries from 
various University communities viz students, teachers or employees. Till date around 40,000 
queries have been registered and answered on this forum. 
 
Project Started:    2010 
Number of Resources:   01 
Current Status:    Live since March 2010 

 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the KU Feedback Forum: 

https://egov.uok.edu.in/feedbackforum/  
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26. Budget /Schedule 
This e-Governed Budget/Schedule Management is a software module for managing the 
employee schedule details about salary and office contingencies. It provides an easy access 
search for an employee schedule details, a one minute updation of the employee schedule 
with an automatic calculations. Crystal report generation of the employee’s salary details with 
respect to teaching, non-teaching categories within respective departments. The module also 
provides a nice budget and estimate information in the form of user interfaces and a rich set 
of reports to make estimate easy and just minutes work 

 
Project Started:    2015 
Number of Resources:   01 
Current Status:    Live since  2016 

. 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the Budget: 

www.kashmirUniversity.net/budget 
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27. HR MANAGEMENT 
Employees are the most valuable and dynamic assets of an organization. The University HR 
Management/Personnel Databank is an extensive and comprehensive system that maintains 
and tracks information pertaining to all the employees of the University. It captures 
comprehensive details pertaining to all the employees in the organization. In short, it 
maintains the employees inventory of the University.  
 
The system captures overall details related of an employee right from personal information to 
the professional level. It facilitates for keeping track of various types of transfers in the life 
cycle of an employee. The system also stores joining and exit of an employee from the 
University along with the reasons for the exit. The system keeps track of appraisals and 
promotions. There is provision for leave and attendance maintenance. The system is going to 
be fully integrated with Recruitment, Payroll and other related Systems. Extensive and 
effective reporting functions provide a snapshot of employee overall information. Each 
employee can view his/her service details by just logging into the system. The employee gets 
an e-Service Detail Book on his screen. An employee can view details like:  

• Personal details 

• Joining details 

• Qualification details 

• Promotion  

• Transfer details 

• Nomination details etc. 
The system provides some add-on online services to the employees like Applying for Leaves, 
Applying for GP Fund etc. 

 
Project Started:    2013 
Number of Resources:   01 
Current Status:    Live since  2013 

Access Method: 
The system can be accessed using the following method: 

Public URL 

Visit the following URL to access the HR Management: 

http://personneldb.uok.edu.in/  
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28. Websites for Conferences 
Developed and deployed the websites for Conferences on: 

I. Software Engineering & Data Sciences (CoSEDS) 2018. 
II. Indian Academy of Biomedical Science (IABS) SKIMS  2018 

III. National Conference And Workshop On “Advances In  Biopolymers-2018” 
Department of Food Science and Technology 

IV. Stem Cells to Neural Circuits Kashmir, 2016 
V. 11th JK Science Congress ,2015 

VI. 9th JK Science Congress ,2013 
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Transforming conventional KU’s Server Room to Modular Data Centre for better 

reliability, efficiency and data security.  

Benefits: 

• Energy Efficient (Green Computing). 

•  Modular (Plug & Play) 

• Threat Protection (Bomb, Earth quake) 

• Fire Protection up to over 1000 0C, Standing water, 72 hours, 40 cm, 20 droplets 

maximum 

- Dust tightens 

- Corrosive fire gases 

- Un-authorized access 

- Debris loads 
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Networking- Connectivity 

 

• Networking of Main Campus Departments 

o Offices of 52 Departments/Centres networked 

o Departments connected for Workflow Management System 

o Complete Training provided to Receipt and Dispatch officials 

• 37 Govt. affiliated colleges and two satellite campuses connected to the Kashmir 

University backbone network. 
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Projects in Pipeline 

 

� Proposal Management System (e-Office) 

� IOS Mobile App 

� 7th Pay Arrears 

� Journal Submission System 

� Visitor Management System 

� Department Management System (Budget, inventory, income, expense, leave 

management, SMS etc.)   

� Implementation of latest amendments in CAS in Recruitment application. 

� KU Helpdesk 
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                     STUDENT LIFECYCLE 

 
As part of the Directorate’s plan to promote IT in every sphere of the Varsity, a modest attempt has 

been made to provide an online platform for all the student related activities like entrance, 

admission and examination for various programmes. For this purpose, the routine manual system 

was done away with and replaced with a more efficient and reliable e-Gov solutions. The main 

features of the e-Gov services offered to the students are: 

 

� An applicant can register on the e-entrance portal and can submit one application form for 

multiple programmes. For each programme, the eligibility criteria is determined 

automatically by the system as per the statutes. 

� The entrance examination fee can be paid online using net banking, credit card, debit card 

etc. 

� Applicant can download his/her admit card/centre notices online accessing his/her 

dashboard. 

� Through the personalized dashboard, applicant can check the status of his/her application 

form, update his/her personal / preference details, can download his/her admit card/centre 

notices and can check his/her entrance result. 

� Centre management, automated merit & selection list (two), auto generated are handled 

through the e-governed system. 

� The result preparation is done through OMR based e-Gov system and the selection lists 

are also automatically generated by the e-Gov system. 

� After the candidate is selected, he/she can download auto generated admission forms 

enabled with CBS system.  

� e-Governed registration enables to generate registration numbers and verification of 

students. Also the academic details of all the UG, PG and Professional Courses 

students from 2005 onwards are available online. Students can view his/her 

registration status, also he/she can verify the correctness of the particulars entered in 

his/her registration form. 

� Students have an online facility to apply for exams and pay fee online. They can 

download the examination forms for their respective UG/PG course 

(Professional/Non-professional). After submitting the examination form, students can 

download their admit cards and can check their fee status and results of their 

respective courses. 

� An online e-Gov award solution is also in place for teachers for assignment of 

evaluation papers, entry of marks, management of deadlines, online evaluator billing 

and automatic compilation of the provisional results at the University of Kashmir. This 

spans all postgraduate, undergraduate (professional), diploma and certificate 

programmes offered by the University. 

� With the help of e-Governed solution, students and colleges can view/print their 

respective results by simply entering their name, roll number or registration number in 

the search box. Examination wing has been provided with a user friendly interface to 

upload results from their respective sections. 

� The e-Governed solution also helps the students to apply online for re-evaluation by 

selecting their desired paper/subject. It also enables students to check the status of their 

application. 

� The e-Governed solution also enables a student to apply for migration certificate and 

simultaneously he/she can check the status of his/her application form, fee status and 

dispatch status. 

� The students are intimated about the important alerts related to entrance, admission, 

examination, latest events at the University through SMS, e-mail and mobile app. 
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� Online feedback / grievance facility is available to the students and other stake holders 

through which they submit their queries which are responded by the respective 

units/sections.  

� Online faculty evaluation system is in place for enabling the students to give their 

feedback about the faculty at the end of the semester/academic year.  
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IT trainings and Workshops organized by the Directorate 

The Directorate regularly conducts training programs for University staff, college faculty and 

other users for the smooth implementation of all the e-governed and e-modules. The HRD 

and Trainings division of Directorate has conducted various training programs that 

encompass general awareness trainings, need based trainings, Hi-end trainings and various 

workshops. The following Training Programmes were conducted by the Directorate over the 

last years: 

� Ten-day General Awareness Programme and Five-day Need-Based Training were conducted by the 
HRD and Trainings Division 

� One-day Workshop cum Training Programme was held in the month of July 2009  for clerks associated 
with admissions  

� Organized Ten-day Training Programme for clerks associated with examinations was conducted in 
USIC from 27 July 2009. 

� Organized One-week Training Programme for clerks (admissions) was held at USIC from 1 January 2010 
in which forty clerks participated. 

� Organized Two-day Training Programme for teachers of various departments of the University was 
conducted at USIC from 29 January 2010. 

� Organized One-week Management Development Programme (MDP) on e-Governance for College 
Principals of Kashmir and Laddakh Division was organised from 22 April 2010 in the Department 
of Computer Science. 

� Organized local workshops entitled National Cold Chain Management Information System, sponsored 
by Directorate of Family Welfare J&K. 

� Organized local workshops entitled Demonstration of Multi Level Authorization of Corporate E-Banking, 
sponsored by J&K Bank. 

� Organized local workshops entitled Workshop on Digital Economy- Cash Less Transactions. Sponsored 
by J&K Bank. 

� Organized One-week Training Programme on Implementation of File Tracking System from 14 June 
2015. 

� Organized Training / workshop on KU content management system  on 15 Mar 2017. 
� Organized orientation program for Spoken Tutorial Project at University of Kashmir in collaboration with 

Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay on 15 April 2017. The Spoken Tutorial is an initiative of 
National Mission on Education through Information and Communication Technology (NMEICT) of 
Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India aimed at promoting IT literacy through 
Open Source Software. Under the project courses prepared in IIT Bombay are taught through Audio-
Visual tutorials and certificates are given free of cost. 

� Organized Training / workshop on the Basic knowhow of Computer applications for Junior Assistants of 
the University. 
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Collaborations with other organizations 
 

The Directorate of IT & SS strives to cultivate a collaborative IT culture by working across 

boundaries to address IT challenges assisted by effective e-governance structure.  Directorate 

provides consultancy and project management to various government departments and other 

organizations. Such projects also enable Directorate to earn considerable revenue:  

 

� Establishment of WiFi connectivity at Gulmarg in collaboration with J & K State 

Cable Corporation (JKCCC) and Gulmarg Development Authority.  

� e-Governance / digitization project of J & K Wakaf Board. 

� Member of Task Force for State Data Center and SWAN projects. 

� C-DAC trainings for the SSDG e-forms. 

 

 

Collaborations on different IT projects have also been undertaken with following  

organizations: 

 

� National Informatics Centre (NIC). 

� Department of Information Technology Govt. of J & K. 

� Department of Electrical Engineering, IIT Bombay. 

� Intel (India) Ltd. 

� Wipro Info Tech. 

� Reliance communications Ltd. 
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Information Technology Centers – Operational 

District Srinagar        

• Amar Singh College 

• S. P College 

• Government College for Women’s, M.A Road 

• Government College for Women’s, Nawakadal 

• Ghandhi Memorial College, Srinagar 

• Vishwa Bharti College, Srinagar 

• GDC, Bemina ,Srinagar 

• Govt. Medical College Srinagar 

District Kulgam 

• GDC Kulgam  

• GDC Kelam 

• GDC Damhal Hanji Pora  

District Pulwama 

• GDC Pulwama Boys 

• GDC Pulwama Women’s   

• GDC Tral 

• GDC Pampore 

District Shopian 

• GDC  Shopian  

District Kupwara 

• GDC Kupwara 

• GDC Handwara 

Distric Budgam 

• GDC Budgam 

• GDC Beerwah 

District Ganderbal 

• GDC Ganderbal 

District Anantnag 

• University South Campus 

• GDC  Bijbehara 

• GDC Utrusu 

• GDC Anantnag Boys 

• GDC Anantnag Women’s  

• GDC Kokernag 

• GDC Dooru 

District Baramulla 

• University North Campus 

• GDC Baramulla Women’s 

• GDC Baramulla Boys 

• GDC Sopore Boys 

• GDC Sopore Women’s 

• GDC Gurez 

• GDC Pattan 

• GDC Sumbal 

• GDC Hadipora 

District Bandipura 

• GDC Bandipura 
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Masters in Information Technology (M.Sc. IT) 

 

� M.Sc. IT was introduced from the academic session 2012. This course is fully self –

financed. M.Sc. IT is a worthwhile course designed to develop youth into complete 

software techie and gives right training required to enter the professional and 

Academic world along with overall development.  

� M.Sc. Information Technology is a 2 year, 4 semester PG course, which draws upon 

good reputation of excellent teaching quality, facilities of the Directorate of IT&SS 

and also providing the students with high quality training to enable our students to be 

professionally competitive. This Course is designed for students with a strong 

academic track record in computer science and mathematics at UG level. The course 

has been designed in consultation with distinguished professionals, Academicians 

from different reputed institutions and combines a wide range of subjects and papers 

that are of paramount importance in the current IT scenario. Emphasis is placed on 

helping youth to develop skills and knowledge in technical areas that can have 

practical value in the workplace. Besides technical instruction, the programs of study 

offered at the Directorate focus on developing problem solving, critical thinking, and 

communication and teamwork skills. 

 

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 

Duration: Two years (4- Semesters) 

Intake Capacity: 32 (Open Merit& Reserved Category) +09 (Self Finance Seats) 

Eligibility Criteria: Candidates having passed B.Sc.IT, BCA, B.Sc. with 

Mathematics, B.Tech or B.E. 

Selection procedure: The eligible candidates are required to appear in an Entrance 

Test comprising multiple choice objectives type questions carrying a total of sixty 

marks spread over the syllabus for the concerned subject/programme. The detailed 

syllabus for the programme is on the official website of the University, “ 

www.kashmiruniversity.net”. 

 

 

 

COURSE CONTENTS 

The Masters programme in Information Technology aims to impart a sound 

understanding of the advanced principles of Computer Science. It provides sufficient 

depth and breadth of experience in up-to-date methodologies and exhaustive 

treatment of selected, research-based topics, to significantly advance a student’s 

career prospects within the IT industry, and/or equip him/her to under-take research 

in information Technology. The course contents are : 

 

Semester-I 

� IT18101CR- Database Systems 

� IT18102CR- Open Source Technologies  

� IT18103CR- Programming with C/C++ 

� IT18104CR- Fundamentals of Multimedia 

� IT18105DCE-Advanced Computer Architecture 

� IT18106DCE- Data Communications 

� IT18107DCE- Numerical and Statistical Computing 

� IT18108OE- Fundamentals of Information Technology 
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Semester-II 

� IT18201CR- Java programming 

� IT18202CR- Data structure using C/C++   

� IT18203CR- Operating Systems 

� IT18204CR- Cloud Computing  

� IT18205DCE-Software Engineering  

� IT18206DCE- Wireless Communications 

� IT18207DCE- System programming 

� IT18208OE- Fundamentals of Network and Internet 

 

Semester-III 

� IT18301CR- Design and Analysis of Algorithms 

� IT18302CR- Python Programming   

� IT18303CR- Dot-Net Technologies  

� IT18304CR- Pervasive Computing  

� IT18305DCE-Discrete Mathematics   

� IT18306DCE- Object Oriented Analysis and Design 

� IT18307DCE- Computer Graphics  

� IT18308OE- Project Management 

 

Semester-IV 

� IT18401CR- Project 

� IT18402CR- Software Project/Demonstration/Dissertation    

� IT18403CR- Internet of Things  

� IT18405CR- Data Warehouse  

� IT1806DCE-Finite Automata and Formal Languages   

� IT18307DCE- Machine Learning  

� IT18308OE- Management Information System  
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Success of e-Governance in Kashmir University 

by IT&SS through Media 
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